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A simplified relay test system based on a personal computer is described. The system
tests typical relays under conditions which simulate those in the field. EMTP software is l
used to generate specific fault test waveforms. The waveforms are then imposed on a relay (
by a power amplifier under PC control. In this way, a single relay can be tested as if it were (
present in any given location in a power system.
· ;
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lIntroduction ]
Modern power systems must operate close to margin limits to minimize equipment i
costs, yet must meet increasing reliability requirements. Fast, dependable, well-coordinated ]
protection devices are a critical issue. Electromechanical and electronic relays remain the i
main protection element. Their functions are increasingly sophisticated. They often control ]
fast reclosing circuit breakers, and their coils are exposed to harmonic waveforms. Time-
i
current characteristic curves are normally measured under sinusoidal conditions, and do not i
always reflect the actual behavior of a real device. i
The objective of this project is to develop a simple, low-cost system to test relays and i
evaluate their operation in response to transient conditions on a faulted power network.
Thedynamictesting capability of this system can be used to evaluate relay performance, to test i
protection layouts, or to calibrate protection settings. The system can impose actual field ]
fault recorder data, or simulated waveforms such as those obtainedwith the
ElectromagneticTransientsProgram (EMTP) on a relay. ]]
]PreviousWorkSeveraldevelopment projects for dynamic relay testing have been initiated over the i
past five years. In a typical arrangement [1], a "simulated transmission line," with three- i
phase protection at both ends, is constructed in the laboratory. The voltage and current i
sensing coils of each protective device are driven with appropriate waveforms to simulate the i
condition of interest. A total of six voltage·coil driving amplifiers, and six current-coil driving ]
amplifiers are required in this configuration; the system is large and expensive. i
In [1], the current drivers are implemented with switching amplifiers. They are ]
supplied from a battery backup to permit very high momentary currents. The desired i
waveform is generated by a personal computer (PC). A similar system has been developed ]
for the Western Area Power Administration (WAPA) [2]. In this case, the amplifiers are i
commercial units. An EMTP simulation is used to generate test waveforms, and adigit lf ult
recorder is used to record the actual operating waveforms and results. iU ]
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The simulated line approach is not new. There are several reports of such systems l
[3-6], with varying degrees of complexity. An extensive bibliography can be found in
[7].Modelsof individual devices within a protective network, including PTs and CTs,
areimportantto relay operation. A recent test system developed at Texas A&M U iversity [8,9] l
focusses largely on appropriate models ofhardware. The models are used in conjunctionwithEMTP
to simulate possible faultconditions.l
SystemRequirementsA
useful relay test system must examine the behavior of realistic devices inth irprop r
context. For many protection arrangements, this requires a full double-ended l
transmission line. The test system must be able to use recorded fault data so that
fieldproblemscan be reproduced and studied in the laboratory. It must be able to imposeunusual onic
conditions on the device under test. It should be able to drive the voltage and l
current coils fully up to faultleve s.V ltage,
current, and frequencyrespons Most
relay current coils present impedance burdens of either 2 Q, 4 Q, or 8 Q to the l
driving CT when the tap settings are at a nominal 1 A point. 'I‘ypical coils musttrackciurent
to at least 20 times the tap settings, but will begin to saturate by that level.
Fortestingpurposes, current capabilities need not exceed abou 50 times the tap settings, a level l
near the one second intermittent rating of typical coils. At this level, the coil would be
fullysaturated,and the effect of additional current would be minimal. Figure 1, taken from
anearli rpreliminary report, shows examples for two relays. l
The current coil characteristics resemble those of a conventional loudspeaker, andi
natural to consider audio ampliiiers as possible drivers. An audio driver also provides wide l
frequency response. The drawback is the need for an amplifier capable of driving at least 20 l
A into a relay coil, and one able to cope with highly saturated cores. A 20 ARMS current
4 Q load, for example, represents 1600W ofaudio power. It is important to recognize that l
this extreme power is needed only briefly during the relay pick-uptime.l
l
i l
l
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Figure 1 — Saturation effects on volt-amp burden of two relays
1
Distance or impedance relays will require voltage inputs. Voltage sensing coil
requirements are likely to be less severe than current driver requirements. Saturation is not
1usually a problem for voltage coils, and the impedance remains very high throughout the
measurement range. An inexpensive audio amplifier, coupled to the higher voltage and 1
impedance with a transformer, would probably be well matched to the requirements.
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There are several commercial audio amplifiers likely to be suitable for current-coil
driving duties. For example, the Techron division of Crown, Inc. manufactures audio power (
amplifiers designed for industrial power supply applications. The model 7570 was obtained (
for this project. The capabilities, based on specifications andmeasurements, are summarized
in Table I. This ampliiier has frequency response down to dc, and can supply current into (
a short circuit. Continuous current coil driving at ten or more times the nominal 1 A setting (
is feasible. Short-term driving to at least 20 times the nominal setting is also possible.
(
Table I. Summary of Techron model 7570 speciücations.
Characteristic Specification
Frequency response Dc - 100 kHz :1 dB at 1 W load, Dc - 40 kHz
(at 1 kW load. (
Output currem (as measured) :20 A continuous (even into short circuit), 28
A peak at 60 Hz, time-limited by thermalrotection and line fuse. (
Output voltage :120 V peak.
Power and VA output 1.35 kW and 2 kVA continuous into 4 Q load. (
Up to 3 kVA momentary was measured.
Phase response Flat to about 1 kHz, worst—case conditions. (
worst case signal delay 2.6 us.
Harmonic distortion Less than 0.001% THD, 20 - 400 Hz, into (8 Q load at 600 W.
Operating mode Differential input voltage waveform controls (
either the output current or the output voltage
(selectable).
(
Input gain, measured for single-ended input Adjustable up to 10 VN or 8 A/V.
Protection Internal thermal protection and circuit (breaker. Short circuit load can be driven
continuously without harm.
. Slew rate 32 V/ps. (
Current measurements Built-in monitor provides 0.1-0.2 V/A signal. (
Interconnection Can be parallel or series connected with
identical units to provide up to 20 kVAcontinuous.
l
SensinghardwareTo
maximize the flexibility and simplicity of the test system, the main
systemcontrolleris a standardpersonal computer equippedwith a digital/analog input-outputbo rd.Th
specific board obtained for the project is the Computer Boards, Inc. modelCIO-DDA06.The
capabilities are summarized in Table II. This board does not have built-in
A/Dcapability;an off-board circuit based on the Analog Devices AD7874 was designed to provide l
this function. The AD7874 adds an important dimension: it provides four channels of 12-bit l
analog input, with simultaneous sampling. This means that precise information about l
relative phase shifts and instantaneous power are preserved at the digital output of the A/D i
converter. It permits input analog sampling rates (for all four channels) of up to 30 kHz.
i
Table H. Computer input·output board
speciücations.CharacteristicSpecification Hl
Digital I/O 24 lines, organized in two 8-bit l/O ports and
two 4—bit I/O ports. ‘l"l'L levels. l
Analog output 6 D/A channels, 12-bit resolution. Unipolar or l
bipolar adjustment
range.SoftwareDirect support for BASIC or assembly
llanguage.Uses standard IBM PC auxiliary
l/O ports. l
Speed Data rates of 20000 values per second (input l
or output) are typical on a 20 MHz 80386
PC.Analoginput Off-board 4-channel A/D converter,12-bitres lution,
simultaneous sampling. Provides
analog input at the digital ports. (
l
l
Test method (
Often, banks of single-phase relays are used for three-phase protection. Circuit l
breaker action is govemedby the first relay in the bank that picks up. In principle, a single- l
phase test system could examine any possible behavior of such an arrangement. It is l
necessary only to determine the waveforms seen by each of the relays, and then test these i_ l
l
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l
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lwaveforms sequentially on a single relay. An individual relay, after all, has access to
limitedinformation,and th information often must be altered based on the action of other relays
in the simulated network.
The system described here is a single-phase test unit, which applies several test
waveforms to the relay in rapid succession. given test can be altered based onop r ti results
with prior waveforms.
Use ofEMTP for fault response tests
The system has two operating modes. In a "failure analysis'° mode, data from actual
system fault conditions are imposed on a relay test set to either reproduce the systema ti n r
to determine more appropriate settings for the observed fault condition.
In a "simulation test" mode, waveforms from hypothetical faults are imposed on a
relay to evaluate its performance and characteristics. For this mode, the objective of the
project has been to establish a catalog of possible fault situations for a modelthr e-pha y tem.
EMTP (in this case, the public domain PC version called ATP) [10] permits detailed
modelling of all types of faults. Here, EMTP has been used to model line-to-ground, line-to-
line, and bolted three phase fault conditions, and to simulate the subsequent voltage and
current transients. The waveforms are scaled as appropriate for system PT and CTr io ,th
imposed on a single-phase relay to test the response to overcurrents. The complete
process is iterative: once it is known which system relay will act first, simulation is
continued from the initial trip point to determine further consequences of the interruption.
An example circuit for EMTP studies is shown in Figure 2. In this typical case, a138kV
source with an internal X/R ratio of 15 supplies a nominal 5 MVA into a transmission
bus. The line, connected through a relay set, comprises 20 miles of three-phase 795 MCM
ACSR conductors with phase spacing of 20 feet and above-ground height of 50 feet. Both
positive sequence and zero sequence impedances were modelled for the line, as shown
inTablIII. The load side of the transmission line is connected through a second relay set to
a 10 MVA three-phase transformer with 8% impedance. The transformer is loaded at about
50% of capacity at 80% power factor.
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l
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l
Figure 2. One—line system model for EMTP studies. 1
Table IH. EMTP system impedances. l
l
Source Load Transformer Positive Zero _ l
impedance impedance model sequence line · sequence line l
impedance impedance 1
per meter per meter
1n ici mg. 1Limo 1-=·¤««¤·i ··.2¤»«i¤·3 ii
l
l
The six basic fault situations (three at each end of the line) were simulated by l
introducing additional switches into the model. The phase-to-ground fault was simulated by l
switching phase A to ground at the time of the phase A voltage peak. Results for a source- 1
end line-to-ground fault are given in Figures 3-6. Figure 3 shows how the fa1.1lt disturbs the 1
other phases through stray coupling impedances. In Figure 4, the load-end voltage effect is 1
given. I—Iigh-frequency ringing caused by transmission line wavelength effects is clearly l
apparent. Figure 5 shows the source end current flow. The fault current is about 47 per unit ll
on a 100 MVA base. Presumably, protective action would take place at the source end when 1
the phase A current crosses zero. On the plot, interruption could occur % cycle after the 1
- l
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fault, or at a later zero crossing, depending on the relay dynamics and settings. Figure 6 [
shows the load end current flow. It is apparent that overcurrent protective relay action
would not take place at the load end for this fault.
Line-to-line faults were produced by connecting phases A and C when the A-C1i -t -li
voltage was near its peak. The results for a source-end fault are given in Figures 7-10.
Figures 7 and 8 show the source and load end voltages, respectively. Phase A and Cvol age are
equal after the fault occurs, so only two traces are seen after the fault. Again, the source
end current rises rapidly to several thousand amps, as indicated in Figure _9. The dc oH'set [
caused by the fault would probably delay protective action in this situation, since the first
zero crossing after high fault current occurs about 15 ms after the fault. The load-end [
currents, shown in Figure 10, again do not rise much, but the dc otfset appears at the load
end as well. The dc current might produce CT or relay saturation, which will change the
pickupaction.U
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Figure 7. Voltages at source bus for line·to-line fault. [
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The three-phase fault shorts all three phases at the samemoment as in the line-to-line
fault case. The results, again for a source end fault, are given in Figures 11-14. In this case, I
the voltage waveforms in Figures 11 and 12 rapidly go to zero. Also, source-end current rises
into the kiloamp range. 'l‘iming of the protective action would depend on relay settings, of ,
I
course. In this case, the iirst fault current zero crossing occurs about 5.3 ms post·fault, and
protective action could take place there, or at later crossings. The load end current is almost
Ipurely dc during the fault, and there might be concern about how the relays at the load end
will react.
An EMTP command set for the single line-to-ground fault is given in the Appendix. I
Given the general character ofEMTP, nonlinear loads and nonsinusoidal currents could have
been simulated for their fault characteristics. More complete power system models are I
straightforward in this system. Protective action would also be defmed as a set ofwitch s, ach
acting at a current zero crossing as computed from test results. The small number of
parameters makes it straightforward to make fault behavior consistent with relay action. I
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System Conüguration i
The test system arrangement is given in Figure 15. Some of the cimuit details are
provided in the Appendix. Only overcurrent relays were available for study; the voltage coil i
driver shown was not implemented. The PC serves as a waveform generator, data recorder,
and computational engine. If true polyphase relays are used, the system shown can support i
them withminimal changes, since the I/O board permits simultaneous output on all the D/A
ports. Of course, additional voltage and current driver ampliüers would be required to test i
three-phase relays.
l
The system user performs an EMTP simulation or selects a stored fault waveform. i
Waveform data for voltage and current are sent to analogports on the CIO-DDAO6 card. 'l‘he
waveforms serve as the control inputs to the voltage and current driver ampliiiers. An i
interrupt routine monitors the relay contact status at a digital port.
’l‘he default
arrangementwouldwait up to a specified time limit for relay pick·up. Optical motion sensors i
can be used if the relay permits such an arrangement. In this case, a given test will continue
_ as long as the relay disk is moving.
I i
The report would provide current and voltages traces during the relay delay. 'l‘ime·— Data I/• i‘
BOEVÖ Vcltage i
} . mt umE Current test 1Digital amplifier
pm Axe t
baseContact make/break detecticn _ 4
Figure 15 —Relay test system architecture r
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l
i
i
i
current products and similar information can be computed during the fault. The user should (
provide data about circuit interrupter speed. From the imposed waveforms and the (
interruption delay, the PC determines the time of the zero crossing at which interruption l
would be expected to occur. The report therefore includes relay pick-up time and expected i
circuit interruption time. l
A flowchart of the planned software is shown in Figure 16. In failure analysis mode, i
the user selects a test case from a fault or test database. The test case will probably contain l
several waveforms for the various phases and measurement locations. The recommended l
data format is from the recent COMTRADE power system data exchange standard [11]. In l
simulation test mode, the waveforms would be computed by EM'I‘P. l
Once a test case is selected, the waveforms must be imposed on the relay under test. i
This process is sequential and automatic in the failure analysis mode. Depending on the i
relay type, a specific voltage coil waveform and current coil waveform are extracted fromth t t
case data, then applied to the device. The computer monitors contact pickup, as wellst
imposed waveforms, to determine relay behavior. In the simulation test case, the various ,
waveforms are applied to the relay in quick succession. The computer then determines the ,
first interruption time. A new simulation must be performed beginning at thenterruptionpoint
to determine the expectedwaveforms.i
Examples(
The phase A source end current waveform ofFigure 5 serves to illustrate part of the l
relay test process. The output information from EMTP was converted to a list ofdata for the i
I/O board with the program CONVD2A.BAS, a BASIC program provided in the Appendix. i
Aprogram to convert COMTRADE data into the necessary digital list would be similar. This l
_ procedure creates a raw data file called I_a2g.D2A (the name indicates data for the current l
given a phase A to ground fault test). The program SEND_D2A.BAS, also given in the l
Appendix, is a very fast module capable of sending data out of the I/O board analog port. A l
compiled version of this code was able to generate an analog signal from an entire EMTP l1 i
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trace in 92 ms, on an 80286 PC. The data consisted ofabout two full c1u·rent cycles and more
1
than 1000 points. The output rate exceeds 10000 samples per second on a relatively slow
{
computer. Even highly distorted power waveforms can be tracked given this rate.
Five copies of the waveform were presented to the Techron ampliüer in quick
{succession to form a 10 cycle 60 Hz burst signal. Figure 17 shows this burst imposed on a
3V “""'7"""l“°‘T"""_'""’“f"""'“"""°‘I"""'“"'+N
N
1 1 1E 1 V,1.11 1 {I div
. . {1V 1 1 1/div {
1 I 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 1 I 1I I I I I I I I I I {
' 1Qnot! 1trig'd
A? 111, @5
d iv
1 1I1 .
..7Vzoms/im Ei] {
Figure 17. Ten cycle 60 Hz burst test into 1.2 Q load.
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(
1.2 Q resistive load by the amplifier. The upper trace is the analog output from the
computer, at 1 V/div. The lower trace is the amplifier output current, at 10 A/div. The high i
fidelity of the amplifier is demonstrated by the faithful reproduction of the input waveform (
— even small kinks during which the communication program was preparing to repeat a
loop. At a higher gain setting, the amplifier could drive the load up to 28 A peak for this i
burst signal.
(
The PC and Techron amplifier combination was used to test the operation of a
Westinghouse Type CO overcurrent relay, supplied by Commonwealth Edison. Figure 18 (
shows a single·pulse fault test of the instantaneous trip current coil. The waveform is a
highly distorted fault test case. The top trace is the analog output from the PC, and the i
bottom trace is the actual coil current. In this case, the waveform caused the trip mechanism (
to fire. The I/O board digital inputs would permit precise timing of the trip delay.
Amore conventional time—current test is represented in Figure 19._ The PC can easily i
repeat a waveform sequence for a specified time. In this case, the EMTP waveform was (
applied repeatedly for five seconds. The figure shows only the last few cycles of the test. The
relay was set in its 4 A tap position. In this case, the relay disk moved, but did not close
thecontactswithin the five second span of the test. An important result from this te t is that
the amplifier can provide high output currents (here 22 A peak into a 4 Q burden) for several i
seconds at a time. (Conclusion · i
Power audio amplifiers offer a straightforward way to drive relay coils for testing (
purposes. Amplifiers available today can produce enough current to drive a coil well into
saturation. The growing power ofpersonal computers makes it feasible to performin eractivesi ulati ns
with programs such as EMTP, then take simulation results and use them as
(amplifier inputs. In this way, PC·based relay test systems can be designed and constructed.
There are few limits to the capabilities of a test system with this architecture. (
Distortedwaveforms with frequency content up to several kilohertz can be used to drive relay
(
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Top traoe: Computer D/A output, 2 V/div.
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coils even with a rather slow PC. Three·phase relays require additional amplifiers, but can
Qbe controlled with available PC interface cards. It is possible to test at higher VA levels by
using parallel and series combinations of ampliüers. The system design shifts most of the Q
eifort into software, which greatly enhances the flexibility. Q
Q
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1
A software architecture was proposed in Figure 16. The arrangement would support
1direct tests of a relay based on stored fault information or specific test waveforms. It would 1
also support tests based on simulated fault data. Two modules in the software system have K
been tested: a module to translate raw waveform data into the form necessary for PC analog K1
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1
1
lll
output, and a module to write data to the analog port. ]
The basic functions of the system have been demonstrated with a conventional
overcurrent relay. A key remaining issue is the need for a user-friendly, interactive program
to operate the system.
Equipment costs are minimal. The system at present consists of a PC valued at no
more than $500, an ampliiier with cost of $3500, a $350 plug-in digital/analog I/O board, and
an additional A/D circuit board.
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NA. Computer Programs N
1. EMTP card set for phase A line-to-ground fault simulation.
BEGIN NEW DATA CASE NC ... Raymond Klump October 10, 1992
C ... V_A2G.DAT - Voltages at Remote and Source Buses For A-to—Grd. Fault
‘
C ... Model is of a 138 kV, 3-Phase System. Source Bus is 20 kA. Remote end
C ... is terminated by a 3-Phase, 10 MVA transformer. The modeling of all
C ... system components is discussed to great detail in the lab notebook.
C ... The quantities of interest are the voltages and currents experienced at NC ... the relays as a function of time for an A-Phase to Ground fault.
C **X**X************************************************************************C ............................. MISCELLANEOUS CARDS .............................
C ******************************************************************************50.E-6 50.E-3 0. 0. 1.E-17 N1000 1 0 1 1 0 0 1
C ***************************K*******X******************************************C .................................LOAD CARDS ...................................
C ******************************************************************************C ... SOURCE IMPEDANCE
A1 A2 0.265 10.53
. B1 B2 0.265 10.53
Cl C2 0.265 10.53
C ... TRANSFORMER INDUCTANCE
A5 A6 404.5
B5 B6 404.5C5 C6 404.5 „ NC ..„ LOAD RESISTANCE
A6 3809.
B6 3809.
C6 3809.
C ... LOAD INDUCTANCEA6 6062.
B6 6062.
C6 6062.
C ... 148KM 795MCM ACSR TRANSMISSION LINE CONNECTING SOURCE TO XFMR BUS
-1 A3 A4 2.6E—44.2E-35.1E-632.2E3
-2 B3 B4 8.6E-51.3E—39.1E—632.2E3
-3 C3 C4
C ******************************************************************************C ...............................SWITCH CARDS...................................
C ******************************************************************************C ... Relays are present at the source and the load buses on each phase.
C ... Initially, we shall assume that they remain closed for the duration of
C ... the study. Later, these shall attempt to open at the first current zero.
A2 A3 -1.000 1.000
B2 _ B3 -1.000 1.000
C2 C3 -1.000 1.000
A4 A5 -1.000 1.000
B4 B5 -1.000 1.000
C4 C5 -1.000 1.000
C ... At time of A-Phase Max Voltage, A will be shorted to ground at source.
°
A3 16.667E-3 1.000 — 26 -
N
...............................SOURCE CARDS
THE CAP BANK AND REMOTE BUSES ARE FED OFF A 138KV, 60HZ SYSTEM4 A1 112.68E3 60. 0. 0 -1.0. 4Bl 112.68E3 60. -120. 0 -1.0 1.04 C1 112.68E3 60. -240. 0 -1.0 1.0
NODE VOLTAGE OUTPUT REQUESTS
REQUEST NODE VOLTAGES AT CAP BANK AND REMOTE XFMR BUSESA3 B3 C3 A5 B5 C5
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2. CONVDZABAS, a BASICprogram to translate EMTP results in preparation I
for output to the PC I/O card. I
INPUT "Enter Name of File to Convert to D/A Board Format: ", fiIe$ I
OPEN "c:\com_ed\" + fiIe$ FOR INPUT AS #1 I'Strip off header Imaxim = 0pop x = 1 ro 9 ILINE INPUT #1, LINE$Nexr I
LINE INPUT #1, LlNE$ I’ First, find maximum of the A-phase Source Quantity IDO WHILE NOT EOF(1)
IF ABS(VAL(MID$(LINE$, 10, 16))) > maxim THEN Imaxim = ABS(VAL(MID$(LINE$, 10, 16)))END I
LINE INPUT #1, LINE$ °
ILOOPCLOSE IOPEN fiIe$ FOR INPUT AS #1 IINPUT "Enter desired name of output file with a d2a extension: ", outfiIe$
OPEN "c:\com_ed\" + outfiIe$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2 I
' Convert Emtp data fo a format which is readable by board. I
FOR X = 1 TO 9 ’Again strip header. ILINE INPUT #1, LINE$NEXT X ILINE INPUT #1, LINE$
I
’Conven and output
DO WHILE NOT EOF(1) I
davaI% = INT((VAL(MID$(LINE$, 10, 16)) + maxim) / (2 * maxim) * 4095) IIF davaI% < 0 THEN davaI% = 0
PRINT #2, daval% - _ ILINE INPUT #1, LINE$OOPI
CLOSE #1CLOSE 2IDI
I
I
I
I
. I
I- 28 · I
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3. SEND_D2A.BAS, a BASIC program to ship data out to the PC I/O card
repeatedly. The output rate on a 10 MHz 80286 machine is about 10000
samples per second. I
’ Now you must enter the name of the file you created using conva2d.bas IINPUT ”Enter name of converted EMTP file with .d2a extension: ”, d2a$ ’ I
' First, zero out the data (zero for the DAC output is 2048, center scale). I
DIM datlo%(1024), dathi%(1024)FORi=0TO 1024 I
datlo%(i) = 2048 AND &HFF
dathi%(i) = 2048 \ 256 INEXT I
I =ÜIOPEN d2a$ + ".d2a" FOR INPUT AS #1 I' Read all the data into an array, formatting into bytes as you go. I
WHILE NOT EOF(1)r read:IINPUT #1, dat%IF dat% < 0 OR dat% > 4095 THEN GOTO reread I
datIo%(i) = dat% AND &HFF Idathi%(i) = (dat% - datlo%(i)) \ 256 ’CONSTRUCT HIGH BYTE OF DATA
I = I + 1WENDI
ICLOSE #1 I
' Print the number of data points
III = i - 1
PRINT ll; " points in waveform.” I’ BA% is the decimal representation of the base DAC address value IBA% = 784ÜH°yo =5ILoadr% = BA% + CH% * 2Hiadr% = BA% + CH% * 2 + 1 I
’ Channel number is set to 5, and the data value to be sent is to come from I’ the inputfil .I
‘ For the actual test, a certain number of repetitions might be needed.
PRINT ”ls there a specific number of sequences? (0 il not)” I
INPUTns q0I
nseq = nseq0
' Now, send the data. lt is fastest to just send it bmte force. A loop I’ of any kind will slow the system down. Of course, an efficient I
' assembly routine would work well, too. I- 29 - I I
I
I
·
I I
Reloop:T
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(0): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(0)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(1): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(1)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(2): OUT HIadr%, dathi%(2) T
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(3): OUT Hiadr%, dathI%(3)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(4): OUT HIadr%, dathi%(4)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(5): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(5) T
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(6): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(6)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(7): OUT Hiadr%, dathI%(7)
TOUT Loadr%, datIo%(8): OUT HIadi%, dathi%(8)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(9): OUT HIadi%, dathi%(9)
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(10): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(10) T
’ And so on, through 1024. T
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(1014): OUT HiadI%, dathi%(1014)
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(1015): OUT HIadr%, dathi%(1015) T
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(1016): OUT Hiadr%, dathI%(1016)
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(1017): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(1017) .
TOUT Loadr%, datIo%(1018): OUT HIad•%, dathi%(1018) , °
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(1019): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(1019) _
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(1020): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(1020)
TOUT Loadr%, datIo%(1021): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(1021)
OUT Loadr%, datIo%(1022): OUT Hiadr%, dathI%(1022)
OUT Loadr%, datlo%(1023): OUT Hiadr%, dathI%(1023) TOUT Loadr%, datlo%(1024): OUT HIadr%, dathI%(1024)
' Now, check. It the requested number ot reps Is complete, prompt for T’ a response. If the user hit a key (or if a relay pickup has’ generated an Interrupt) prompt for Information.
nseq = nseq - 1 T
K = K + 1
IF lNKEY$ <> ""OR nseq = 0 THEN T
IF nseq = 0 THEN PRINT "Sequence number compIeted."
PRINT "Do I see keyboard Input (s to stop, more to do again)?"
TINPUT a$
IF a$ = '"'then a$ =
"m”
IF LEFT$(a$, 1) <> "m" AND LEFT$(a$, 1) <> "M" THEN PRINT k: STOP Tnseq = nseq0
END IF
'Send the data again I1 requested. T
GOTO ReloopENDT
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B. Circuits - AD7874 Circuit Arrangement for Sensing of 'I‘wo Current andTwo Voltage Channels [17].
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C. Attachments ·- Specxücatmn Summaries of CIO-DDA06 and Techron 7570. _ I
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- 7 7 ·
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The CIO·DDAO6 occupies 16 consecutive I/ ssmncss suowu - soo nsx. 766 oscuwttOaddresses. The first, or Base Address, is set ,„ ,,8,; ,,8,
by a bank of switches in a DIP switch on the 9 8 7 6 5 4 { {{{ fg iboard. It is possible to set the base address of UP { {f' QtheCIO·DDAO6 anywhere within the range 0 DN j fz ggto 3FF Hex. Because of this flexibility,
mul~tipleCIO·DDAO6boards,orother I/Oboards, v v
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘
may be used in the same PC.
‘ A/D SPECIFICATIONS 12 BIT i
Channels 6 Voltage Output
Resolution
‘
12 Bit. l part in 4095 )D/A Type Dual DAC, AD7237Latches Double buffered/Sim. Update
Linearity +/· l/2 BitMonotonicity +/· l/2 Bit i
Temperature drift lppM Typ., 3ppM Max @ 0V
l5ppm Typ., 30ppM max @ FSLoad Current +/-5mA Max iShort Circuit Current 40mA Max
Output Resistance <0.1 ohm
Settling Time + FS 0.01% 3uS Typical, 5uS
MaxSettlingTime ~FS 0.01% 5uS Typical, 10uS
OUTPUTRANGES
Bipolar Range (+/-V) Unipolar Range (V) i10 10 .5 52.5 2.5 )1.67 1.67DIGITAL SPECIFICATIONST LI/O
Ports 2 Eight Bit, 2 Four BitTotal Bits 24
Output High 2.4V Min @ ·200uAOutput Low 0.5V Max @ 2.5 mA i
Input High 2.0V Min. 7.0V Max. Input Low ·0.5V Min, 0.8VMax-
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ä AMPLIFIER l
TECHRON’S 7570 Controlled Current Amplifier is Input Sensitivity: .lVolt/Ampere
built on the same advanced power amplifier technology —
ias the TECHRON 7560. By building in current control Input Impedance: 20kQ, differential.
circuitry, TECHRON has added the capability to control
the load current of the amplifier as the programmed Input Common Mode Rejection Ratio: Greater than ioutput·variable and not the output voltage. This con- 70 dB.trolled current mode is useful in areas where thefieldproducedby a coil needs to be proportional to coil Input Common Mode Rejection Range: + 11 Volts.current and not voltage.
Current Monitor Scale: 2Volt/Ampere Differential i
CONTROLS Current Monitor Impedance: Differential, 600 Q.Front Panel: Controlled Current/Constant Voltage Single Cndcd 300 Q itoggle switch and Input attenuator. ° ‘
_ _ EXPANSION 1Rear Ra¤e*= Tara da delay Sade ewrrea ·rEcHRoN 7570 commiiea current ampiiaas may be
placed in parallel or push pull with one or moreCONNECTORS _ _ TECHRON 7560s for higher current or voltage applica- iInput: Three screw bamer block, BNC for optional mmsinput.Q
_ * The electrical specifications that appear on the 7560Outpate Heavy d“ty· tvve Serevv bamer block er üve data sheet apply to the power stage of the 7570. Thesevvay bmdmg paste voltage mode specifications will bound the actual lt ll d t rf °th ° 1 d.Current Monitor: l/4", three conductor phone plug. con ro e umen pc Ormamc W1 a macuve oa
Interlock: 11 pin "Octal" style socket, mating connec- v*erarr“e*· Ed·RON° 1n 1718 W Mishawaka RoadELECTRICAL .Peak Voltage and Current: 100 volts DC at 20 amps, E/kham 44g§17 iload dependent. 120 volts unloaded.* _ ( ) ” 00
A A M D D D D D l
u:GH?ON
®TECl·lRON’s7560 Power Supply Amplifier delivers The Interlock Circuit allows multiple 7560's to
accurate high power levels with complete self- operate together for even higher power levels
protection for dependable operation. At frequencies without any possibility of amplifier damage due to
from DC to 40KI-Iz, 1,000 watts continuous average unsynchronized starting and stopping. The interlock
output into 4 ohms is typical, with extremely low also allows external start/stop control of an entire
distortion and noise. amplifier system.
The Patented Bridge Circuitry in the 7560 effectively Modular Construction permits rapid servicing and
doubles the available output voltage without expos- accurate parts replacement. Output modules also
ing output transistors to excessive voltages. In addi- enable thorough, even cooling for minimum stress
tion, the patented AB+B mode of operation means on electronic components.
that quiescent current is carried by the driver tran-
sistors only, calling on the output section exactly as TECHRON engineering supports the 7560 with con-
necessary for precise high power output. stant attention to user needs, design assistance forspecial installations, and a wealth of technical
know-how to handle new or unusual applications
2 • for the 7560.F' °Ä
The TECHRON 7560 Power Supply Amplifier is a
_ ,„„-ERBASE A OUTPUT
„„E„„$E E m proven, yet innovative system- that's
tough enough
E W Vg‘{_‘¢§GE L° ° „§_'$§GE for industrial environments, dependable enough for
- ”- medical uses, and accurate to laboratory
standards.nä @ —·n
Q 4
*
COMPOSITE TRANSISTOR 'TECHION®
The SPACE Controller (Signal ProgrammedAutomaticCurrent
Executor) circuit acts as a signal-variable cur- 1718 W Mishawaka Fgoad
rent limiter at most frequencies, and as a Voltage/
Current limiter at low frequencies and DC, offering Elkhaff, Indiana 46577
comprehensive protection against amplifier damage, no
matter what the input or output demands may be.
(219) 294*8300
n:GRON® (
7560 (Single Unit) DUAL 7560’s (Bridged) *
68 ohm load: DC-45KHz at 600 W Continuous aver- 8 OHM LOAD: +1, -0dB, DC-40KHz at ZKWe output power with no more than .05% THD continuous average output power with no morePOWER RESPONSE (Total Harmonic Distortion) than .1% THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) (
4 ohm load: DC-40KHz at 1KW continuous average 16 ohm load: +1, -0dB, DC-45KHz at 1.2KWoutput power with no more than .07% THD (Total continuous average output power with no more (Harmonic Distortion) than .07% THD (Total Harmonic Distortion)
POWER AT CLIP POINT: 8 ohm load: Typically 750W 8 ohm load: Typically, 2.7KW ((L-ESS -I-HAN .01% THD at 1 KH:) 4 ohm load: Typically 1350W 16 ohm load: ypica ly, 1.5KW
(Typically 20A maximum (supply fuse limited) at Typically 20A maximum (supply fuse l'm'ted) atDC OUTPUT 1oov M zi<vA zoov or 4KVA 1
(%-20KHz:+/ -.13% at 1Vv:// DC-20KHz: + / — .2dB at 1W·100KHz: +/-1 at 1FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz·100KHz: +/ -1dB at 1W, AC coupled via DC-50KHz: + / -1dB at 1W ((8 ¤l’“¤ bad) standard input plug·in
PHASE RESPONSE +0, —15° DC-20KHz at 1W into 8 ohms +0, — 20°, DC-2OKl··lz at 1W into 8 ohms (
SLEW RATE 32V/usec 64V/usec
(Less than .05% from .01W to 600W (geak equiva- Less than .1% from 10mW to ZKW (peak equiv-I.lVl. DISTORTION lent to a single sinusoid, rms) into 8 0 ms. Less alent to a single sinusoid, rms into 8 ohms)(60Hz_7KHz 4,1) tl';‘an .01% at 600W into 8 ohms or 1200W into 4 (' o
ms.HARMONICLes? than from DC-245KHz äz600W/-lintod Lass than .05% from DC~1OKHz at ZKW into 8 (8 0 ms. t an .001% rom 20 -400 z an 0 .increasing linearly to .05% at 600W into 8 ohms.s5
mohms in series with 1.2SuH which are together 20 mohms in series with 4uHQUTPUT [MPEDANCE shunted by 2.7 ohms in parallel with
0.1uFNormally,4 ohms or greater; maximum continuous (Balanced Output); Primarily used at 8 ohms or (sinusoidal output power at 2.5 ohms. Lower impe- greater; maximum continuous sinusoidal outputLOAD [MPEDANCE dance affects on] maximum power. The 7560 will power at 5 ohms. Lower impedance affects only° drive a completely reactive load with no harm to maximum power. (the amplifier. Highly inductive loads may requireExtema compensation to avoid oscillations.
(
Typical Power Output‘“°° IIIIIIIIIIIII|||||lI|l|l|||lII|l||||I|I|IIIIIP.——•••••W;1••••¤•;—••—1••-ang;IIIIIII((IIIIIIIIIWHWNIIIIIIIIIIIEIIIIII (i|I||im IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||III||I|||IIIII||||IIIllWatts 800 IIIIIIHI-IIIIIIII—IIIIlI||—llIIII||$l|I“" (ams 600 1IIIII|||IIIII|l|—I|. ‘lIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII||IIIIIIl|lIII|(l|l| (
2°° =Illlll((IIlI|IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllll (O I1 10 100 1k 10k 100k (Hz
7560 (Single Unit) DUAL 7560’s (Bridged)*
20 +/ -1% (26dB) at standard input, input attenu- 40 +/ -1% for (32dB) at standard input with input
INPUT CAIN ator läully CW (1 +/ -1% at interlock connector attenuator fully CW
input
INPUT SENSITIVITY 3.45 VC rms +/-1% for 600W into 8 ohms 3.6V rms + / -1% for 2KW rms into 8 ohms
ZSK +/-307 withst d d' p t.44.76K ZSK +/-30% ‘th tad d' tINPUT IMPPUANCT .-„ -5-. „ r;„„r„t é;’1„„“.§.„;L‘r;‘,„„. "' ‘ “ “' ‘“"“
HUM AND NOISE 100dB below 600W into 8 ohms. Typically 107dB. 96dB below ZKW into 8 ohms. Typically 104dB.(20Hz-20KHz)
DC DRIFT AT OUTPUT less than 100uV/ °C with all inputs Typically less than 200uV/ °C with inputs
grounded50·60HzAC, single ph , 'th d' t bl t f 50-60Hz AC w'th ad' stabl t f 100, 120, 200.Powiart mzqurmamizwrs im, m, m, m a„dE°§ov”‘+/°—H“S»Z t§„Üä„Ä' m and
mvPOWERDRAW glglll/nsor less on idle; 1KW at 600W output into less on idle, 3.8KW at ZKW output into
Forried air cooling witlg eighöügh efficieräcy heatsänks can dissipateC1%00Dl‘/IV Üith25inte “ t1 atmosp ere. issipation owngra es to zero at 75° . a ans witCGOI-ING CAPACITY v;1‘asha|:ll?§1take filters force air through heatsinks and out both the top and bottom of
t e ampi ier.
·I·URN_ON DELAY Switch-selected for instant on or 4-5 seconds of delay at tum-on
S 'tch· l ted, od c'ng h tdo nof the h'gh voltage powers pply atDC o tp tsgiziiter fliaerl 6V EI lollv lreqsusncy vdutputs gréater than 600W atL20 Hz and 8 olhrrls. _
OUTPUT TRANSISTOR Short, mismatch, and open-circuit protection; electronic protection operates without
PROTECTION thumps or shutdown.
MAXIMUM AC CURRENT DRAW ‘ 20 Amps
QPERATINC; ENVIRQNMENT 0-Z5°C, non-condensing at 90% or less humidity
11-pin "octal" type socket provides interlock function to allow simultaneous start/
INTERLOCK stop for multiple 7560’s driving a common load.
*These specifications are for two Model 7560 amplifiers joined
into a bridge by cable o tion 75D01. Other combinations of. . . Pmultiple 7560 amplifiers can be constructed. Consult the factory
for design assistance.
Phase Response
10°IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIllI|II|||||II|II|I|l0._ ___ 1. Curve 1 — Open Ckt and 16 Ohm Load
2. Curve 2 — 8 Ohm Load_\ 3. Curve 3 — 4 Ohm Load ~• t k-10 ·«‘|§‘ 4. Curve 4 - input Arten. Set to -6 : 8 Ohm Load (Worst Case)PIN IIII|||llIIIII|lI|III|III|lI IIIIIII In«\¤ =—.2;)-A ‘\\\ = 1.6 uSEC — 16 Ohms\ = 1.7 uSEC — 8 OhmsIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIl|II||||II|Ill Ill -'30I =2.6 uSEC —— Worst Case6. Output 2.828 Volts All Loads
-40° .1 1 10 100 1k 10k 100kHz
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS i
Protection circuitry in the 7560 Connectors: Construction:prevents damage due to high line voltage, gta dard I 0 gNC - k . . . , .6v·“=¤=P¢':6“:# R6 6¤m6¤*=· 006* Ai nm IAC $„‘Iä"l?$„Ü2Zä“ii$'Ü,iii„ Ü$l§‘?„‘{EZ"eälsä:;1€lg:;§u;:är?:;$A;‘l;r:;tc:€d Special Input: 3-terminal barrier strip can power transformers, 1/8* aluminum side. ' ’ U C route input to input card for special input panels. Heavy duty handles on front fornon ‘ modifications. easy transport. Plug·in circuit boards.Di‘Pl“>"’ out er t · lb · «· spm, „„. red green 0;;,00;,2 2;f,'§,‘;2§§„0§f2;§0Z2;,;; ¤¤¤1¤¤=‘·¤¤¤=‘·=mxhanifal i¤di¢¤*°*’ in P<{‘^'¢* $Wit¢h t° binding posts on standard 3/4' centers for l9” (48.26cm) standard rack m0¤nt, 8’/• "hei? "€niY P°w°V S9“nf‘¥t‘°“ monitoring or temporary connections (22.22Cm) height, 16Vz ' (41.91cm) behind$ta¤dbY= amber ¤¢¤¤ ¤¤d¤€¤t°¤' mounting surface, handles extend 2' in front
AC male c0n_ of mounting CEDIET of gI’3Vliy isCOIICIOISZ nector with 5_f0ot cable nearly centered at S behind the mountingPush-push power switch surface-
_ _ Interlock: 11·pin "octal" type socket providesAC/DC ¢¤¤Ph¤8 $**/**6}* interlock function to allow simultaneous Weight;i¤P¤t Att¢¤¤at°T Fm start/ stop for multiple 7560's driving astandard Input plug-in) common pounds net W€lgI'\i
Low Frequency Protect Switch ·
• .Tum-on Delay Switch Fmlsh
(year panel) Two täte front panel COBISEÖ with durable
textur polyurethane. T e front panel isInput I>Iug,In5: tan; handles and end bars dark brown.The 75603 input plugins pmvide a wide 0 tn _ Black painted alummum chassis and covers.
range of input flexibility.
Standard Input Card: 00AC/DC Coupling Switch MM
MM-InputAttenuator {I o Q Q o • A _l-Universal PC board for user-constructed Uinput modifications
48Severalother custom input cards are avail· _ _ _
able frgm MOUHÜIHS DITYIEHSIONS
Still others can be built by users from
TECHRON designs, or from custom designs.
Input options include differential inputs,
filters, oscillators, servo amplifiers, remote
DC gain controls, compressors, digital con-
trollers, etc. Regulated + / — 15VDC
supplies are provided, with the maximum
total available current of the supplies limitedto 50ma (25ma with optional meter display 16 1/2·· „module). The delay mode of amplifier opera- 2°° 41_91cmtion may be programmed from the plug-in. SOM
Output vs. R (Load) at 1KHz Typical Power Efficiency: 120 VAC·Driven1 ok I mm to Maximum Undistorted Level at 8 Ohms
lÄ—_lIlI|lÄ—IIIIll*l$lIl|"
W .„ '!"„@“"""""'„-„II“lll-.„„!“l! IIIIIIIIIuumnuiuuuuummällllllll%I“l==ll!$•—-=él•u- Blu 60 —„..,...„......= ,äm IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII%:§=·.=§;=···. .-;;-;-1 2.,,,, PE- 501,. 1 + <¤¤·¤e¤¤> ,0 IIII|||||IIII||||IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlI|I||@305 ; 1-I I ,0IIII|||||IIIII||||IIII|||||IIII|||||IIIlI|||| .élnlml ‘. Iquélum 1 10 100 1k 10k 100kl :::==§Eiii:= § ::::=§E!§ Hz100··Eäääiéäääääiäiä=§§E!€!§§E'EE§§§J 1 10 100 1k
Ohm (R·load) ‘
NOTES:
1. =l<—Continuous
2. A—Tone Burst
THE V-I GRAPH
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
00 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
III@@2 "· !¥>·@@2%%%~‘ I@$2 IIÜZIIIIIIII40
IIIÜ ’¤Ü IHÜÜIIIIIMEÜÜIIÜL AC Line Fuge anewg
IIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIUZGBEZ ßZUEiIIII _ __ ___ Mid-Frequency Burst Limit 5 Cycle
20 III at 1000 Hz 1 Sec RepeatIIIIlIIIIII!!I!2hI!l§!llINI|IlI _ _ _IIIIIIIIIE=¤lIIIII§¢lIIIIIIlIII • • Short Circuit C¤¤ll¤¤¤¤$ l-lmllIIIE!=lIIIIIIIIWEZIIIIIIIIHIII _ _ _ _
0 IIIIIIIIIIIIIII'ZiIIIIIIIIIllII Area Over Which Limiter (AC) VarlesI OIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIZZAIIIIIIIIIIIIIII (Siena! DepaadallilIII _ _ _
IIIIIIIIIIE¢ÜIHIIl!==lIIIIIIIII ·•-—•—• Max- ^C l-lmll (Za V °Ul (Sl")
_20 IIIIILIIIEZEIUIÜEIIIIIIIIIIIIIII et Max-l
Zi. ' .' . - · ‘ *7;- .—..... - - =III M-- ¤«»·-« Ar: P---- iz-‘ °"'“ “°°" armizuazamzzuzzamauu 2-75 <>·=-en_ IIIZIIHIEZ .. 7- III . . . .
"° semum mm un
——-—— Mm- ^-5 Mm->
¤¤¤¤•‘ä?i%ä%%%%@%@III
_6020hm Load I 1 Ohm Load IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
-120 -80 -40 0 40 80 120 1 unit
-240 -160 -80 V out 80 160 240 2 units
The uni ue rotection circuitry of the TECHRON Short Circuit Continuous Limit: The 7560's protectionQ P
7560 enables it to operate at or near its limits of per- circuitry will perrnit a short circuit at the output up ‘to
formance as easily and safely as it would in less +/ — 24 amps. However, overheating will result and
demanding situations. The V-I plot helps users of the the 7560’s thermal switches will place the amplifier in
7560 to predict amplifier performance with varied Standby.
loads and power demands.
Shaded Area: AC signals, because of their constantlyUsers of the TECHRFSI 75160 Cih plot loäd char- aélow a larger output range tläan DC.acteristics on t e - rap to e sure o accurate, it A sigta s, e imiting circuitry constant ydependable operation in each application. Experienced varies, depending on the history of the output. The
users will be able to plot load characteristics on the graph is most helpful here, where output limits will
V·I Graph for an immediate assessment of the 7560's vary constantly.
capabilities in each intended use. For new uses,
TECHRON engineering gladly offers assistance in Max. AC Limit: With a sine wave input, and low load
amplifier selection and modification. impedance, the protection circuitry allows this output l
for a very short time.
Definition & Explanation of V-I Graph Terms
AC Line Fuse Blows: A demand for continuous DC, 20 explanatm-y' Apphes
_ amp output will cause the line fuse to blow. Protection ° °(Ä square wave) Min. AC Limit: With extremely low impedance loads,
. °utput eman we beyon S po ' the AC limit might be this low in a worst-case burst
Mid-Frequency Burst Limit: Varied signal burst mode Of use'demands will generate varied results. This is a Load im . .„ . „ Padance and Inductance: Because input signalaidu}; live] gf de ld' Af eäekzw f1H°hm$’ frequency, load inductance, load impedance all affectan wi. a .°w. uty wg? a S ep t Fc lwgistoccup as output limits, use the V-I Graph as a guide to amplifierOlätputhslän: ,, gr}; O perfomnance. Contact TECHRON engineering forSet m“t$° l .lgher uw cyc e' e S ep g. ec assistance in difficult or innovative applications.decreases, and with loads over 4 ohms, amplifier
response is instantaneous.
